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Media Release 

SFC chooses Aristocrat for major floor renovation   
 

Aristocrat games dominate the gaming floor at Casino Châtel-Guyon 
 

London, 3rd August 2015 

 

Aristocrat games now occupy more than half the gaming floor at Casino Châtel-Guyon, owned by independent 

French operator Société Française de Casinos (SFC). Part of a programme of renovation, commencing with 

an overhaul of slot games at its spa resort casino in central France, the installation of new Aristocrat games 

was completed by Aristocrat’s exclusive French distributor, SFC2A. 

 

SFC2A managing director, Jorge Lopes, said, “The injection of fantastic new games at Châtel-Guyon is hosted on a mixture 

of Helix
™

 Upright and Super Screen
™

 Slant cabinets and comprises a broad range of themes from the entertainment-

based E*Series
™

 and jackpot-driven J-Series
™

, as well as a number of Aristocrat’s inspirational new range of C-Series
™

 

core games.” 

 

SFC managing director, Carlos Ubach underlined his confidence in Aristocrat, explaining that players had shown great 

affinity for Aristocrat games, most notably Wonder 4
™

, Sky Rider
™

 and Temple of the Tiger
™

 on Viridian
™

 widescreen: 

“With a broad choice of new games on offer and by taking the initiative now to introduce two elegant new cabinet styles 

to the floor, we are providing our customers with an exciting new variety of spectacular gaming entertainment. 

 

“The immediate response has been hugely encouraging, with a significant increase in visitation and player interest 

across the new banks since the launch.” 

 

Mr Ubach continued, “The centre of Châtel-Guyon is currently undergoing a phase of redevelopment, with the casino 

itself, adjoining theatre, neighbouring hotels and outside leisure amenities all receiving makeovers ahead of a tourist 

destination re-launch scheduled for the end of this year. 

 

He added, “We will be following this game installation model very closely, with a view to further implementations at 

our three other casinos, located in Gruissan, Port la Nouvelle and Collioure.” 

 

Image caption: SFC managing director, Carlos Ubach, pictured with part of the new installation of Aristocrat 
games at Casino Châtel-Guyon. 
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Aristocrat Leisure Limited (ASX: ALL) is a leading global provider of gaming solutions. The Company is licensed by over 
200 regulators and its products and services are available in over 90 countries around the world. Aristocrat offers a diverse 
range of products and services including Class II and Class III gaming machines and casino management systems. The 
Group also operates within the online social gaming and real money wager markets. For further information visit the 
Group’s website at www.aristocratgaming.com. 
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